The Motorcraft Advantage

• The only OE-spec loaded strut in the marketplace for Ford & Lincoln applications
• Competitively priced
• Ready to install out of the box - no adjustments necessary
• Safe installation with no special tools required
• 2 Year/Unlimited warranty

OE Quality Components

• 100% OE dust boots help protect the strut rod and seal from dirt and debris
• 100% OE springs manufactured from high-quality steel are calibrated to restore correct vehicle ride height
• Complete strut and spring assembly replacement helps achieve original vehicle ride characteristics
• 100% OE shocks/struts with application-specific valving engineered to help restore vehicle's original ride and handling

Ford-Designed Testing

• Coil spring and struts are engineered and tested to demanding Ford specifications
• Rigorous coil spring testing includes:
  - Fatigue resistance – tested to 200,000 cycles
  - Surface quality defects must be <100 microns in depth
  - Corrosion – 3,000 hours of salt spray
• Strut Testing includes:
  - Cylinder tube fatigue - 16,000 cycles front; 24,000 rear
  - Valve durability - 1 million cycles
  - Temperature testing - no leakage or structural damage
  - Dust boots pass 40,000 cycles

Excellent Performance

• Application-specific design helps restore original ride and handling

OE Components

• Precision components for smooth, quiet, long-lasting life

Right Part. Priced Right.

Limited labor costs. See seller for warranty details.
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